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Vietnam is a beautiful place that should be seen on your list of holiday destinations. Although the
country has gone through a bitter era of war, it has so much to offer; Colonial architecture,
mountainous terrains and shimmering beaches. Vietnam, until now was quite popular among
adventure travellers, but today many people who are looking to get out of the concrete jungles are
heading to Vietnamâ€™s beautiful coastline, that makes for a quite family vacation. The number of
vacationers getting attracted to Vietnam tourism is on the rise and hence heading to the country
without a proper travel plan in place can spoil your vacation. Therefore, you should make sure that
you have a proper travel plan in place with all the necessary formalities completed, so that you can
enjoy your holiday in Vietnam.

Vietnam Visa Procedures:

Most visitors will require a visa to enter the country. A tourist visa is generally valid for 15 to 30
days. Citizens of countries that have signed a unilateral or bilateral visa exemption agreement with
Vietnam are exempted. There are also many other countries whose citizens are exempted from
Vietnam visa. You can either contact a Vietnam embassy in your country or the best way is to hire
an experienced Vietnam tourism operator who will help you with all your visa procedures, online.

Holiday Packages:

Many reputed tourist operators offer interesting holiday packages to Vietnam. These packages
include accommodation in a good Vietnam hotel. You can also avail great discounts up to 20% for
early booking. Some of the interesting Vietnam holiday packages are

â€¢	13 days Vietnam biking tour

â€¢	17 days Vietnam royal tour

â€¢	14 days Vietnam spectacular tour

â€¢	12 days Vietnam overview tour

â€¢	Golf package tours

â€¢	Adventure tours

â€¢	Sapa trekking tour and home stay

â€¢	Ha Long Bay kayaking tour packages

â€¢	Beach holidays

â€¢	Classic tour packages

â€¢	Wedding tour packages

Vietnam Hotel Bookings:
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There are plenty of hotels in Vietnam within every range of budget. Boutique hotels to luxury hotels
and guesthouses, you can choose where you want to stay depending upon how much you want to
spend on a hotel Vietnam accommodation. All these accommodations offer good facilities to make
your stay comfortable. Getting a suitable accommodation immediately on arrival is almost
impossible and even if you get one, it will be for a much higher price. Therefore, make sure that you
choose a tour package that includes travel and hotel Vietnam accommodation to make your trip
pleasant and worry free
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Find more information on a vietnam tourism, Vietnam Visa, Vietnam hotel, a hotel Vietnam at our
website. Please visit for more information vietnamopentour.com.vn
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